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Anthromes 
 
Anthromes, also known as anthropogenic or human biomes, are ecological systems created by 
human and animal interactions. In the past they have been used primarily to describe global 
ecological patterns, but we propose to apply this concept to the smaller-scale to the area 
surrounding the OWU campus in Delaware County, OH. The term anthrome originated in 2007 
in Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment by Erle Ellis and Navin Ramankutty - it has since 
grown into a more widely accepted definition. No definitive work has been done to define the 
Delaware, OH area under this framework, but we provide a precursor to a more rigid system. 
 
 
The Setting 
 
Delaware County, OH is located in the center of Ohio, just twenty miles north of Columbus. IT 
is the fastest growing county in OH, and ranks among the fastest growing in the nation. The 
landscape is quite homogenous, with the majority of land set aside for agricultural uses. The city 
itself is fairly urbanized, with moderate amount of industry and large building. There are 
numerous city parks and streams crisscross the landscape. There are numerous species of 
hardwoods, such as cottonwood, ash, elm, beech, maple, and black walnut. The topography is 
very flat, with some minor hills surrounding the town.  
 
 
Summary 
 
We began by classifying the middle Ohio landscape based on our own experiences and 
knowledge, forming a rough guideline of the different environments that existed. We refined our 
definitions with numerous academic articles, USGS classifications, and the Ohio Department of 
Natural Resources website. We submitted our initial proposal Laurie Anderson in the OWU 
ecology department, who helped correct and provided insight of how to refine our proposal. We 
consulted similar proposals, one classifying urban habitats in Minnesota to track bird 
populations, to come up with more rigorous definitions. At the end we had six major 
classifications, built-up, agricultural, natural transition zone, forest land, natural water, and 
wetlands. These broad anthrome classifications roughly based on Ohio land use classifications 
and the aforementioned study. We broke down each classification into several subcategories, 
giving a total of 24 anthromes. From final proposal, we then began mapping these anthromes on 
the Delaware County orthophotos from the DALIS website. We utilized hydrology, timber, road 
center line, parcel, and census block data among others to map our proposal.  
 



The Proposal  
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c) Retention(Pond(
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1)#Built#Up:(Human(settlements(such(as(cities(and(towns.(The(land(cover(is(mostly(human(constructed,(with(little(

natural(cover.(ManQmade(structures(include(roads,(buildings,(and(other(pavements;(natural(cover(includes(parks,(

ponds,(and(fields.(What(little(natural(cover(there(is(often(used(for(human(recreation(or(are(sites(for(further(

development.(Pockets(of(natural(zones(exist(as(small(islands,(where(only(plants(and(animals(that(have(adapted(can(

survive((Martel).((

1a)#Urban:#Urban(biomes(refer(specifically(to(highly(dense,(urbanized(areas(of(built(up(landscapes((Erle(&(

Ramankutty(2009).(Areas(included(are(commercial(and(industrial(zones,(and(other(dense(concentrations(such(

as(downtowns.((

1b)#Campus:#Campus(refers(to(large,(manicured(landscapes(such(as(golf(courses,(athletic(fields,(and(university(

and(corporate(campuses(within(built(up(areas.(It(includes(city(parks(without(heavy(tree(cover,(college(

campuses,(and(large,(maintained(fields((Martel).((

1c)#Backyard:#Backyard(refers(to(the(landscape(of(small,(privately(owned,(landscaped(green(areas,(such(as(

suburbs(and(sprawling(neighborhoods((Martel).(We(divided(backyard(into(two(groups(based(on(USGS(land(use(

classifications:(

1c(i):#High#intensity#residential:#High(intensity(residential(is(a(subdivision(of(the(backyard(biome(that(

includes(dense,(urbanized(neighborhoods(with(small(backyards(or(other(natural(surroundings.(Parcels(



dominated(by(structures(and(pavement(fall(under(high(intensity.(Fewer(species(thrive(here(compared(to(

low(intensity(one(areas.(The(USGS(requires(there(>80%(human(activity(for(a(parcel(to(be(classified(as(high(

intensity((USGS).(We(will(compare(parcel(area(to(building(and(structure(areas(found(within(each(parcel(to(

calculate(human(activity.((

1c(ii)#Low#intensity#residential:#Low(intensity(residential(landscapes(are(parcels(with(relatively(little(
human(activity(that(fall(under(the(backyard(biome.(These(include(sprawling(neighborhoods(like(suburbs,(

lightly(populated(neighborhoods,(and(parcels(with(large(natural(cover.(A(larger(amount(of(flora(and(fauna(

live(in(low(intensity(areas.(The(USGS(classifies(low(intensity(as(residences(where(human(activity(accounts(

for(<80%(of(the(land(use,(which(we(will(measure(by(parcel(area(vs.(structure(area((USGS).((

1d)#Island:#Island(biomes(refer(to(small,(isolated(pockets(of(natural(environments(within(built(up(areas.(Island(

environments(include(a(wide(variety(of(landscapes,(such(as(flower(gardens,(walking(trails,(springs,(and(shade(

trees.((It(is(expected(that(each(island(with(have(vastly(different(flora(and(fauna,(but(they(will(share(the(trait(of(

being(small,(isolated(natural(landscapes((Martel).((

1e)#Urban#Forest:#Often(these(are(second(growth(forests(that(grew(after(settlements(began((Martel).((Urban(

forests(fall(within(built(up(areas,(and(include(large(forests(and(dense(shrub(areas.(This(biome(provides(habitat(

to(many(animal(species,(especially(birds,(and(a(wide(variety(of(plant(species((Martel).(They(provide(clean(air(

and(water,(as(well(as(areas(of(recreation(to(human(populations.(Occur(in(areas(of(low(human(population(

density.((

1f)#Open#water:#Open(water(biomes(are(rivers,(lakes,(streams,(ponds(–(natural(or(manQmade(–(and(their(

associated(shorelines((Martel).(Open(water(refers(specifically(to(aquatic(habitats(within(built(up(areas.(These(

freshwater(habitats(serve(human,(plant,(and(animal(needs,(and(are(thus(sources(of(both(human(and(natural(

activity.(

1f(i)#River:#Range(from(thin(streams(to(larger(bodies(of(water,(constantly(flowing(in(a(single(direction;(may(

be(harnessed(to(create(dams(or(to(produce(hydroelectric(energy.(There(are(varying(amounts(of(wildlife(

depending(on(flow(rate(of(river,(proximity(to(human(settlements,(and(other(factors((CRWA(2002).(

1f(ii)#Lake:(A(single(and(stationary(body(of(water,(most(likely(inhabited(by(fish(and(other(shallow,(

freshwater(aquatic(life,(does(not(particularly(move(in(any(direction((John(and(Julian).(Canada(geese,(wood(

ducks,(mallards(and(seasonal(waterfowl(are(native(to(Delaware’s(lakes((DNR).((

1f(iii)#Retention#Pond:#Manmade(ponds(built(in(drainage(basins(to(catch(excess(and(polluted(runoff.(They(

treat(the(held(water(and(slowly(release(it(back(into(other(water(bodies(or(groundwater((Retention(Pond).(

These(are(increasingly(found(in(agriculture(lots,(and(are(devoid(of(most(plant(and(animal(life.(

1f(iv)#Reservoir:#Artificial(lakes(usually(formed(by(damming(a(river.(This(creates(a(large(standing(body(of(

water(at(the(cost(of(a(reduced(floodplain((DeGeorges(2006).(Can(provide(refuge(for(migratory(birds,(and(

are(often(popular(sites(for(human(recreation.#

2)#Agricultural:#Agricultural(biomes(are(grasslands(altered(by(humans(for(agricultural(means.(“Grassland(

fragmentation([yields](considerable(evidence(of(biodiversity(change”((Hogan,(2010).(These(areas(have(minor(

human(populations,(often(<1(per(km².(We(divided(the(agriculture(anthrome(into(cropland(and(pasture,(which(

corresponds(to(Ohio(land(use(classifications((Ohio).(



2a)#Cropland:#Croplands(are(those(agricultural(lots(devoted(to(growing(large(amounts(of(the(same(species(of(

plant.(They(typically(include(high(amounts(of(pesticide(and(herbicides(with(little(plant/animal(diversity.(They(

are(manually(irrigated,(often(including(retention(ponds,(with(minimal(human(habitation((John(and(Julian).((

2b)#Pasture:#Pastures(are(open(fields(used(for(agricultural(use,(especially(for(grazing(or(other(farm(animal(

uses.(There(is(very(low(human(density((John(and(Julian).((

3)#Natural#Transition#Zone:#Open(landscape(dominated(by(shrubs(and(tall(grasses.(About(half(of(Delaware’s(

wildlife(area(consists(of(small(shrubs,(grasses,(and(briers((DNR).(Often(found(as(boundaries(between(farmlots,(

transitions(from(forests(to(pasture,(or(former(farm(fields.(NTZ’s(are(called(rangeland(under(Ohio’s(land(use(

classifications((Ohio).(#

4)#Forest#Land:#Landscape(with(a(thick(tree(cover(and(little(to(no(manQmade(structures.(Almost(entirely(populated(

by(wildlife;(but(there(can(be(areas(marked(off(for(development(at(a(later(date.(The(most(common(trees(are(

cottonwood,(ash,(elm,(beech,(maple,(hickory,(oak,(and(black(walnut(hardwoods((DNR).((

5)#Natural#Water:(Aquatic(landscapes(primary(located(outside(of(built(up(areas.(Like(open(water,(these(include(the(

body(of(water,(and(the(surrounding(shorelines/habitats.(

5a)#River:#Range(from(thin(streams(to(larger(bodies(of(water,(constantly(flowing(in(a(single(direction;(may(be(

harnessed(to(create(dams(or(to(produce(hydroelectric(energy.(There(are(varying(amounts(of(wildlife(

depending(on(flow(rate(of(river,(proximity(to(human(settlements,(and(other(factors((CRWA(2002).((

5b)#Lake:#A(single(and(stationary(body(of(water(mostly(inhabited(by(fish(and(other(shallow,(freshwater(aquatic(

life;(does(not(particularly(move(in(any(direction((John(and(Julian).(Canada(geese,(wood(ducks,(mallards(and(

seasonal(waterfowl(are(native(to(Delaware’s(lakes((DNR).((

5c)#Retention#Pond:#Manmade(ponds(built(in(drainage(basins(to(catch(excess(and(polluted(runoff.(They(treat(

the(held(water(and(slowly(release(it(back(into(other(water(bodies(or(groundwater((Retention(Pond).(These(are(

increasingly(found(in(agricultural(lots,(and(are(devoid(of(most(plant(and(animal(life.((

5d)#Reservoir:#Artificial(lakes(usually(formed(by(damming(a(river.(This(creates(a(large(standing(body(of(water(at(

the(cost(of(a(reduced(floodplain((DeGeorges(2006).(Can(provide(refuge(for(migratory(birds,(and(are(often(

popular(sites(for(human(recreation.((

6)#Wetlands:#Landscape(that(has(constant(moisture(in(the(ground,(sometimes(to(the(point(of(causing(widespread(

standing(water;(can(be(inhabited(by(both(human(and(animal(life,(though(remains(typically(untouched(by(human(

influence(due(to(unfavorable,(but(not(inhospitable(conditions(of(landscape;(variable(tree(cover(and(ground(cover(

spanning(from(mud(covered(grassland(to(bodies(of(standing(water((John(and(Julian).((

(

  



 
The Maps 
 

Central Delaware, OH 

 
 
 

This map displays a centered view of downtown Delaware, OH. It is only a basic outline of the 
eventual final map, but it what we could get done in the time constraints of the class. It does not 
include the proposed Green Trail, but can serve as a template when it is completed. Looking at 
the map, the dominance of the built-up landscape is obvious. Even with 24 anthromes, only a 
handful are shown in this zoomed in map. This is partly because anthromes are usually used to 
describe global patterns, but also because of the difficulty of combing human and animal 
ecosystems together.  



Central Ohio, Delware County and surrounding areas 

 
 

This map is much more zoomed out than the previous. Our ideal goal was to define the map 
boundary along more natural lines, such as watersheds or stark environmental changes. The 
ubiquity of the agricultural landscape is easy to see, as are the large bodies of water the flank and 
hydrate this area. The numerous anthromes we classified are all present in this area of Ohio, but 
some were not mapped or didn’t show up well at this scale.  
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